
Stationary 
Compactors 

Why dispose of waste in “dumpsters” that always seem to look messy and need 

emptying so often? A compaction system captures waste so it can’t be blown 

around by the wind, and compresses it to a fraction of its original volume. The 

result is a cleaner garbage site and drastically reduced emptyings, savings 

thousands of dollars. 

 

Stationary compactors are ideal for many commercial, institutional, and industrial 

garbage sites with dry to moderately-moist waste. Savings vary; ask for a fast, no-

obligation waste-stream analysis, showing you dollar-for-dollar comparison 

between your current garbage process and what a Summit compaction system 

would do. 

 

Summit compactors are designed and build by experts with over 30 years of waste 

equipment experience. They offer features and performance only available as 

extra-cost options with other brands. Compare: You’ll see the difference in the 

Summit. 
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Engineered for Peak 
Performance 
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Fluffers 
Cart dumpers 
Self-contained compactors 
Stationary compactors 
 
Design assistance with waste 
and recycling flow, site fit, etc. 
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PERFORMANCE 

 15-48 tons of packing force cuts waste volume   

      75-85%, saving space and cash 

 Superior reciprocating ram design maximizes  

      ram face PSI 

 Tough industry-standard “slider” design: No  

      costly guide replacement 

 “On-call” hydraulic system operates at mini 

       mum pressure until needed for heavy packing 

 Automatic “container max” system maintains  

      pressure to ensure full container 

  

ECONOMY 

 Industry-standard components assure long life  
      and simple maintenance 

 Available “Auto-Start” reduces labor, ensures  

      compaction 

 Lower HP per ram face PSI means reduced  
      power usage 

 Control employee theft, increase building  
      security, eliminate scavenging and unauthorized   
      waste.  

 Available “Dump-a-Train” system can reduce  
      capital outlay, maintenance, and liability. 
 

FLEXIBILITY 

 Choice of over 10 packing heads, including  
       heavy-duty models, openings 22”×30” to  
       84”×60” 

 Choice of containers, front or rear load from  
 3-6 cubic yards, roll-off from 10-40 yards 

 Single and multiple cycles standard, user- 
      adjustable 

 Available hoppers provide security, continuous  

      feeding, expanded load capacity 

OPTIONS 

 Cart and dumper systems 

 Gauges, lights to measure packing 

 Safety protected “Auto-Start” 

 Custom paint colors 

 Dewatering & special-purpose  

 Keypad security access 

 Start-up alarm  

 DIMENSIONS 

 SPECIFICATIONS 


